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A B S T R A C T
This paper aims to introduce a new modelling approach that represents departure time, destination and
travel mode choice under a unified framework. Through it, it is possible to overcome shortages of the
traditional 4-step model associated with the lack of introducing actual travellers’ behaviours. This
objective can be achieved through adopting discrete 3-level Nested Logit model that represents different
potential correlation (cross elasticity) among departure time, destination and travel mode alternatives.
The proposed model has been estimated and tested by using discretionary trips’ data from Eskisehir city,
Turkey. In the light of the estimation results, individuals tend to jointly decide on discretionary travel
dimensions rather than separately as assumed by the traditional 4-step model. Moreover, the proposed
approach shows more flexibility in considering attributes of alternatives along with characteristics of
decision makers. That results in a more behavioural travel demand modelling, more accurate future
forecasting and more trusted policy implications. The proposed model represents a more accurate and
reliable alternative for the first 3-steps of the traditional 4-step model in small-scale planning issues.
Finally, the proposed approach is a significant milestone toward obtaining a consistent, efficient and
integrated full-scale behavioural-model that consists of all travel demand dimensions.
doi: 10.5829/ije.2019.32.10a.11

NOMENCLATURE
U
Total random latent utility function
V
Deterministic component of the latent utility
ASC
Alternative specific constant
Q
Vector of alternative’s attributes
C
Vector of decision maker’s characteristics
T
Choice set of departure time alternatives
D
Choice set of destination alternatives
M
Choice set of travel mode alternatives
Probability of choosing a specific alternative
P[∙]
Probability of achieving specific conditions
Pr[∙]
Greek Symbols
α
Vector of coefficients for alternative’s attributes

β
Vector of coefficients for decision maker’s characteristics
Ԑ
Error term or random component unknown to the analyst
Ԑ`
Error term associated with a specific nesting level
θ
Scale parameter of an Extreme Value Distribution
η
Allocation Parameter of an Extreme Value Distribution
Subscripts
tdm
Joint choice of a departure time “t”, destination “d” and travel mode “m”
uen
Joint choice of a departure time “u”, destination “e” and travel mode “n”
xyz
Joint choice of travel dimensions “x”, “y” and “z”
i
A decision maker
y|x
Choosing travel dimension “y” given another travel dimension “x”
z|y,x
Choosing travel dimension “z” given travel dimensions “y” and “x”

1. INTRODUCTION1
Rapid growth in the world population has resulted in
tremendous need for modern transportation demand
strategies [1]. However, demand prediction is a very
crucial aspect that effects directly its management

policies [2]. The need for travel demand forecasting
models as a base of transportation planning has been
starts in 1940s [3]. By 1960s, travel demand models have
been obtained extreme interest in US after the decision of
Federal-Aid Highway and Urban Mass Transportation of
restricting financial aid to infrastructure and highway
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projects in urban areas only if they were established on
comprehensive transportation master plans [4]. As a
result, the well-known four-step model has been
developed and widely spread until becomes the main core
and brain of most transportation planning studies [5]. The
wide acceptance of four-step model is obtained due to its
simplicity when applied on regional-based (large-scale)
planning horizons [6]. However, the shortages associated
with the fixed sequence, aggregate representation as well
as the lack of behavioural considerations made the 4-step
model being under uninterrupted criticism.
From another hand, considering the influences of
departure time (or time of day in some literature) on
individuals’ travel demand is a prerequisite in order to
properly evaluate different policy measurements that aim
to mitigate traffic congestion to accurately forecast their
associated consequences [2]. However, the traditional 4step model does not sufficiently cover the interdependences between departure time and different travel
demand dimensions [7].
Disregarding the time of day while modelling travel
choices results in improper models because; (1) such
models cannot provide precise estimates of travel choices
during different times of day [7], (2) via these models,
the anticipated future shifts in trip departure times
associated with potential future urbanization cannot be
identified. (3) These models do not have the ability to
evaluate different policies that aim to achieve significant
shifts in travels’ departure time such as dynamic
congestion pricing control schemes [8-10].
This research aims to propose a trip-based travel
demand model that considers for departure time,
destination and travel mode choices under a discrete
unified choice framework rather than the independent
aggregate nature of traditional 4-step model. Such a
model can provide a more effective and accurate
alternative for travel demand prediction in different
transportation planning objectives. By words, the
correlations among the three considered travel
dimensions (departure time, destination and travel mode)
are represented through developing a 3-level Nested
Logit (NL) model that can consider for different elasticity
patterns and correlation structures. The reliability of the
proposed model has been tested through applying on
shopping and entertainment trips data which extracted
from a household survey that was conducted in Eskisehir
city, Turkey, on 2015, in the context of Eskisehir master
plan project.
2. BACKGROUND
The analysis of transportation systems lays primarily on
travel demand forecasting which interests in
understanding the behaviour of decision makers [11].
From 1960s till now, travel demand modelling is
prevailed by the well-known 4-step model. Nowadays,
the applications of 4-step model are almost universal in
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most of aggregate trip-based analysis (e.g. master plans)
[12]. However, despite the wide usage of it, the 4-step
travel demand forecasting model is associated with some
serious drawbacks which may be summarized in the
following points;
• Splitting the decisions within a trip into fixed steps (e.g.
generation, distribution, mode choice and assignment) is
far away from the actual individual decision-making rule
[13].
• Neglecting the effects of decision makers’
characteristics in most steps leads to lack of human
behavioural considerations which results finally in
inaccurate future forecasting [14].
• The aggregate nature of 4-step model is more
convenient for macro-scale analysis (e.g. regional-based
analysis), however, when turning to micro-scale analysis
(e.g. individual travellers-based), the model losses its
consistency and effectiveness and lead to inaccurate
outcomes [14].
• The deterministic approach assumed for some models
leads to untrusted representation and does not allow for
testing different hypothetical scenarios [15].
• The traditional 4-step model does not consider for the
influences of congestion on the travel time in any of its
steps [3, 13]; which underestimates the effects of
congestion on passenger vehicle travel costs [5].
• Most trip distribution models (e.g. gravity model),
neglect the existence of some trip purposes at different
time of day [14]. For instance, the home-based work trips
occur only at morning peak periods.
From another hand, the importance of departure time
of trip (time of day) decision comes from the need to
better understand the inter-relationship between
congestion and trips distribution over time.
In the context of time representation approaches,
while some studies have developed discrete choice-based
departure time models others have adopted the
continuous representation through different modelling
techniques such as; Mutinomial Logit (MNL), Nested
Logit (NL), Cross Nested Logit CNL, Paired
Combinatorial (PC), Generalized extreme value (GEV),
Ordered Generalized extreme value OGEV, etc. For
example, Small (1979) has introduced a discrete time-ofday model that allocates activity’s time for work trips
[16]. Similarly, Hendrickson et al. [17] have examined
the flexibility of work trips departure times through a
discrete Logit model of simultaneous travel mode and
departure time interval choice. Moreover, Wilson [18]
has analysed costs of off-peak work schedules by
estimating a discrete joint travel mode/work-start time
choice model. Also, Noland and Small [19] have
developed an uncertainty travel time cost model, in
which commuters choose discrete departure time that
minimize an expected cost function. For discretionary
trips, Bhat [7] has developed a joint travel mode and
departure time discrete choice model by using a hybrid
MNL-OGEV approach.
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In contrast, under continuous departure time
approach, some studies have examined departure time
through limited period of the day (e.g. morning trips
departure time) by employing a proportional hazard
duration model [20, 21]. However, Bhat and Steed [22]
have developed a continuous departure time model with
the entire day as a time frame by using a hazard-based
model that adopts time-varying exogenous covariates
and considers a heterogeneity for the unobserved
attributes distributed among individuals.
From another hand, under the umbrella of activitybased modelling, some scholars have examined the
effects of departure time choice on the daily activity
pattern preferences. For instance, Wang [23] has
connected the timing utility of people's daily activities
with travel time to account for heterogeneity associated
with a specific activity over the course of the day.
Moreover, to evaluate the effects of different congestion
pricing schemes on driver behavior, Yamamoto et al. [24]
have proposed an activity based model that represents
time allocation, departure time choice and route choice
when a congestion pricing scheme is implemented on toll
roads. Similarly, Ettema and Timmermans [25] have
modelled trip departure time in the context of activity
scheduling behaviour. That is, their model
accommodates the inter-dependence between trip
departure time and activity time allocation. However,
their model does not consider the unobserved
heterogeneity (i.e. error term). The need for considering
of unobserved heterogeneity comes from the fact that
there are some variables which affect the choice of
individuals but cannot be captured by the analyser [26].
Furthermore, a Multiple Discrete Continuous Extreme
Value Model (MDCEV) has been introduced in and
developed by Bhat [27, 28] in order to model activity’s
time allocation decisions. In this model, Bhat has
represented activity participation decisions in a discrete
framework while formulates the duration spent for each
activity in a continuous fashion. The model that is
proposed by Bhat has been improved by Pinjari and Bhat
[29] to capture similarity within alternatives and involve
departure time decisions of different activities.
From a tour-based modelling viewpoint, Bowman
and Ben-Akiva [30] have proposed a model that
accommodate for mode choice side by side with temporal
and spatial choices under the context of tour-based
modelling approach. They have introduced an integrated
disaggregate discrete choice activity model system that
can generate time and mode specific trip matrices for
forecasting. This model system involves five sub-models
each represents different tour dimension and all submodels are jointly connected through a simple two levels
nested structure. Notably, in this model, time of day
alternatives are not directly connected with travel mode
and destination choices. Rather, they are connected
indirectly through the log-sum parameters which are
common in the higher level. Moreover, Garikapati et al.

[31] have analysed the effect of time on trip chaining
through a tour-level joint model of activity’s
engagement, stops and timing.
Under the trip-based approach, Bhat [28, 32] has
studied the inter-dependency between time of day and
transportation mode choices through developing a
discrete nested (MNL-OGEV) model. The model
proposed by Bhat did not consider destination choices
along with departure time and mode choices. However,
generally for discretionary trips and particularly for
shopping and entertainment trips, individuals are more
likely to change destination with or without shifting their
departure times and therefore, destination alternatives
should be involved in the choice set of the model.
Worth mentioning, most of studies that account for
the joint representation of multiple travel dimensions
(e.g. departure time, destination, travel mode, etc.) have
used Nested Logit (NL) model approach [33] to connect
various dimensions. The privilege of NL model over
other approaches is that; it results in closed form
expressions for choice probability. That is, even if other
approaches (that may account for correlations between
error terms) consistent with Maximum Likelihood
Estimation method, they do not result in closed form
probability formulas. Rather, most of them (e.g. the
Heteroskedastic Logit, Mixed Probit) require simulationbased estimation process which leads to a cumbersome
analysis [29]. Nevertheless, introducing alternatives
through NL models enables analysts to impose “to some
extent” the potential correlation structure among
alternatives within mutually exclusive nests of the choice
set and keeps on the closed-form of probability
expressions.
From another point of interest, the importance of
using choice models to represent departure time along
with destination and travel mode arises from the essential
need of introducing the actual travellers’ behaviour while
deciding simultaneously on these three crucial travel
dimensions. This representation will result in more
reliable demand models and better helps transportation
planners who recently rely much on managing demand
rather than increasing supply while facing urban
congestion problems [34]. As illustrated by Basim Jrew
et al. [34] a successful Travel Demand Management
(TDM) strategy depends directly on the extent of
travellers’ acceptance of it. For example, they have
observed that individuals of Amman (Jordan) accept
ride-sharing strategies over congestion pricing schemes.
Such behaviour can be easily predicted if a precise travel
demand model that connects related travel dimensions is
existed. Another example for the grandness of using joint
travel dimensions choice models is the policies that
encourage the using of clear transportation modes such
as electric vehicles [35]. That is, better understanding of
inter-dependencies between destinations, usage of
electric vehicle over time of day can lead to optimal
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distribution for recharging points along with better
regulation of network voltages at peak traffic.
Another significant advantage of joint choice models
over traditional four-step model is that they can examine
the mutual influences of various factors that may jointly
affect different travel dimensions. For example, besides
conventional factors (e.g. travel time, travel cost, etc.)
Shafiei et al. [36] have identified a wide range of
variables that significantly affect the selection of travel
mode. They have concluded that variables such as traffic
avoidance, accessibility, land use, capacity and air
pollution are important travel mode selection criteria.
However, most of these variables are more likely affect
the selection of other travel dimensions such as departure
time and destination of trips. While traditional four-step
model cannot provide a simultaneous effect of such
variables on the three travel dimensions, joint choice
models can perfectly do.

𝜋2 𝜃 2

(4)

6

Therefor Equation (5) can represent the probability
function of choosing travelling at departure time “t” to
destination “d” using mode “m” from the choice set of
T*D*M alternatives is:
P[tdm|TDM] =

1
1+∑T,D,M
u,e,n exp(

Vuen|TDM − Vtdm|TDM
θ

)

,
(5)

∀ [u ϵ T, e ϵ D and n ϵ M]

According to above equation, in MNL model, just
difference between deterministic utility functions is
matter and thus, it is possible to normalize scale
parameter to the unity (Equation (6)).
P[tdm|TDM] =

1
1+∑T,D,M
u,e,n exp(Vuen|TDM − Vtdm|TDM )

,
(6)

∀ [u ϵ T, e ϵ D and n ϵ M]

In NL models, alternatives that are more similar in
attributes and characteristics are grouped (or nested) with

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
This research represents all of departure time (time of
day), destination and travel mode choices under a unified
model through using 3-level NL model in order to
represent an effective and more accurate alternative
approach for the first three steps in the 4-step travel
demand model (generation, distribution and modal split).
NL model is a disaggregate-based discrete choice model
that relaxes the IIA property in MNL model by
accounting for the correlation of error terms among
similar alternatives [37]. To attain that, number of 3-level
nesting structures that may describe the structure of the
error distributions for alternative utilities has been
developed. Figure 1 shows the general framework of the
proposed model.
In order to test the significance of the proposed
model, a simple MNL model that assumes identical
cross-elasticity among all possible combinations is
proposed to be estimated.
For MNL model, Equations (1) and (2) represent the
general form of the total random utility function
associated with alternatives.
Ui,tdm= Vi,tdm + Ԑi,tdm

(1)

V i,tdm =ASCi,tdm+α*Qi,tdm+β*Ci

(2)

We assume an independent identical extreme value
distribution (Gumbel Type I) for the error terms Ԑtdm with
scale parameter θ and allocation parameter η=0 (For the
sake of simplicity, the abbreviation “i” has been dropped
from the rest of the text). Thus, joint probability can be
expressed as shown in Equations (3) and (4).
P[tdm] =Pr [Vtdm - Vuen ≥ Ԑ uen - Ԑtdm], ∀ [u ϵ T, e ϵ D
and n ϵ M]

where; Var(Ԑtdm)=
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(3)

Disaggregate Data

Departure
Times

Travel
Modes

Destinations

Consideration Choice Set

Proposed 3level NL
Structure

Variables

Proposed Utility
Function
Specifications

Model Estimation

Statistical Tests

Best
Model

NO

YES
Future Forecasting
Figure 1. General Framework of the proposed approach
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each other and formed exclusive subsets (nests). That
means; alternatives in the same nest have a higher level
of similarity and competitiveness than alternatives in
different nests. Statistically, this can be achieved by
imposing a random component (error term) to be
common for all alternatives in the same nest and differs
within nests. Such a random component ensures identical
cross elasticity for all pairs of alternatives only in the
same nest (subset) rather than being identical for all pairs
of alternatives in the choice set like MNL model. Any
potential correlation structures between groups of
alternatives can be represented through developing
associated nesting structures (tree structure).
Therefore, in order to properly represent the
correlation between departure time, destination and
travel mode, a set of proposed 3-level nesting structures
have to be constructed. In which, each travel dimension
can be settled at a specific level with Gumbel distribution
for error terms that is IID within the same nest or the
same sub-nest. For instance, departure time alternatives
may be located at the highest level, destination
alternatives may be placed at mid-level and travel mode
at the lowest one. This structure can be interpreted by
assuming that, individuals are firstly deciding on at
which time to travel and therefore, they determine to
which destination and finally they choose the travel
mode. Moreover, on the context of correlation, this
structure assumes similarity between alternatives belong
to the same departure time nest. Intuitively, this
assumption is accurate if time of day affects significantly
and equally the unobserved attributes associated with
destinations and modes such as safety and comfort.
Moreover, inner correlation in the same travel dimension
(e.g. similarities between public transportation modes in
the travel mode) can be represented at a specific level,
travel dimension itself at another and combinations of the
other two travel dimensions placed at the third level.
In order to express the probability functions
associated with the proposed 3-level NL structures; we
assume a 3-level nesting structure where different trip
dimensions (x, y and z) can be located at different levels
(Figure 2). Based on Figure 2, Equations (7) and (8) can
represent the general forms of the utility functions
associated with elementary alternatives;
Uz|x,y = Vz|x,y + Ԑx + Ԑ`y|x + Ԑ` z|y,x

(7)

Vz|x,y =ASCz|x,y + α*Qz|x,y + β*Ci

(8)

Equations (9), (10) and (11) show the variance of error
terms at level 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Var(Ԑ z|y,x)=

π2 θ2z|y,t
6

(9)

π2 θ2y|x

(10)

Var(Ԑy|x)=

6

π2 θ2x

Var(Ԑ x)=

6

(11)

Consequently, the general forms of the joint probability
of choosing x, y and z from a choice set of X*Y*Z
alternatives can be expressed through Equations (12),
(13) and (14).
𝑃[𝑥𝑦𝑧] = 𝑃[𝑥] 𝑃[𝑦|𝑥] 𝑃[𝑧|𝑦. 𝑥] =
exp(
𝑌|𝑥

𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

)
𝐼
𝜃𝑦|𝑥 𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

∑𝑗|𝑥 exp(

𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

)
𝐼
𝜃𝑦|𝑥 𝑧|𝑗.𝑥

exp(

,∗

𝑉𝑧|𝑦.𝑥
𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

𝑍|𝑦.𝑥

∑𝑓|𝑦.𝑥 exp(

𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

𝑍|𝑦.𝑥

𝐼𝑧|𝑦.𝑥 = ln ∑𝑓|𝑦.𝑥 exp (

𝑉𝑓|𝑦.𝑥
𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

)

∗
(12)

)

𝑧|𝑦.𝑥
where, 𝐼𝑦|𝑥 = ln ∑𝑌|𝑥
𝐼𝑧|𝑗.𝑥 ) ,
𝑗|𝑥 exp ( 𝜃
𝑦|𝑥

𝜃𝑦|𝑥

𝐼 )
𝜃𝑥 𝑦|𝑥
𝜃𝑦|𝑥
𝑋
∑ℎ exp(
𝐼 )
𝜃𝑥 𝑦|ℎ

)

𝑉𝑓|𝑦.𝑥

𝜃

exp(

(13)

(14)

One of the most key features of the proposed
approach over the traditional 4-step model is considering
decision makers’ characteristics while modelling
destination choice. Clearly, neglecting the sociodemographic characteristics of travellers can lead to
insufficient models which cannot deal with the potential
dynamics during the different planning horizons [38].
The variables Iy|x and Iz|y,x has a very important
interpretation. In literatures, it is referred to by various
terms; Inclusive Value “IV”, Log-Sum, Expected
Maximum Utility “EMU”, or Expected Consumer
Surplus “ECS”. We consider the term inclusive value IV
in the context. IV represents average utility which
obtained by population in case of choosing any
alternative within the specific nest. The existence of scale
parameter θz|y,x or θy|x in the denominator of IV equation
is the source of similarity between alternatives within a
nest. By word, different scale parameters among nests
lead to different IV’s which leads to different cross
elasticity between those nests. Moreover, as scale
parameter decreases IV increases and thus the sensitivity
of choosing alternatives in that nest is more than
choosing alternatives in other nests. That leads to a higher
cross elasticity for alternatives with higher correlation.
From another hand, as MNL model, for any level of
the NL model difference between utilities is the only
determinant of probabilities. Therefore, it is possible to
normalize one of the three scale parameters to be equal
to one and estimate the others. While normalization
decreases some computational burdens in the estimation
process, it eases however, the interpretation and testing
statistics of the estimated scale parameters. That is, in
three-level NL model, assuming one scale parameter to
be equal to one makes the other parameters confined in
specific range to be acceptable intuitively and
statistically. For example, if the overall scale parameter
at top level is assumed to equal one, the scale parameters
of the mid-level must be less than or equal to one to
assure that the overall variance is more than or equal to
the variance of error terms of sub-nests. Consequently,
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x2
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X

x

θy|x

Y|X

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Z|X,Y

Z|x1,y1

z2|x1,y1

k|e,u

θz|x,y

Figure 2. A Proposed Nesting Structure for Connecting x, y and z by Three-Level NL Model

since the variance of mid-level should be more than or
equal to the variance of lowest level, the scale parameters
of the lowest level should be less than or equal to the
scale parameter at mid-level. The opposite is right, where
if the scale parameter of elementary alternatives is
assumed to equal one, then the scale parameter of uplevels must be more than or equal to one. Moreover,
under all conditions the values of scale parameter have to
be non-negative to assure a concave single optima
maximum likelihood function. In this research, we adopt
the first setting through normalizing the scale parameter
at top level to one. Therefore, the probability function
takes the form of Equation (15).
𝑃[𝑥𝑦𝑧] =
exp(

𝑉𝑧|𝑦.𝑥
𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

𝑍|𝑦.𝑥

∑𝑓|𝑦.𝑥 exp(

where,

exp(𝜃𝑦|𝑥 𝐼𝑦|𝑥 )
∑𝑋
ℎ exp(𝜃𝑦|𝑥 𝐼𝑦|ℎ )

exp(

∗

𝑌|𝑥

𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

)
𝐼
𝜃𝑦|𝑥 𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

∑𝑗|𝑥 exp(

𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

∗

)
𝐼
𝜃𝑦|𝑥 𝑧|𝑗.𝑥

(15)

)

𝑉𝑓|𝑦.𝑥
𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥

)

0,00 ≤ 𝜃𝑧|𝑦.𝑥 ≤ 𝜃𝑦|𝑥 ≤ 1,00

4. CASE STUDY
In this paper, the proposed model will be estimated and
calibrated by using shopping and entertainment trips data
of Eskisehir city, Turkey. Notably, several studies have
directed their attention toward examining different
aspects of compulsory trips (work trips) rather than
shopping and entertainment trips. Obviously, they were
motivated by the demonstration of commuter trips on the
daily congestion [39]. However, some other little
literatures have directed their studies toward examining
individuals’ behaviour while performing discretionary
trips [40]. We adopt the second framework of studying
shopping and entertainment trips as discretionary trips
due to the following reasons;
• Discretionary trips establish a considerable proportion
of the total daily trips with speculations predict a growing
contribution to traffic congestion and mobile source
emissions.

• Among evening peak-period trips, discretionary trips
are found to occupy the first grad between all other trip
purposes [41].
• Discretionary trips’ departure times and destinations are
more likely to be shifted by individuals than work trips
which have a more restricted time and space spans. In
other words, compulsory trips (e.g. work trips) have less
flexibility to make a change in departure time and
destination.
The considered shopping and entertainment trips data
are a part of large-scale revealed preference data which
are collected through a household survey in 2015 in the
context of Eskisehir master plan project which operated
by Eskisehir Metropolitan Municipality. From
approximately 10,000 households in the city, variety of
data has been obtained. These data include;
(1) Household socio-demographics (household size,
income, and vehicle ownership),
(2) Individual socio-demographics (gender, age, license
holding to drive, and employment status),
(3) Individual’s travel information (departure time(s),
purpose of the trip(s), origin(s) and destination(s))
(4) Attributes of used transportation mode(s) (out of
vehicle travel time, in vehicle travel time and fare).
The total number of observations was around 30,000
of which about 12,000 observations are related to
discretionary trips distributed among different departure
times, destinations (about 190 destinations) and travel
modes (10 modes; car, public bus, tramway, minibus,
taxi, service, motorcycle, bicycle, walk and other). In this
research, we focus our analysis on entertainment and
shopping trips with specific number of times of day,
destinations and transportation modes. By words, for
those who travel to shopping and entertainment trip, time
of day has been categorized into three different groups
that differ among each other in terms of traffic conditions
and availability of individual’s free times; peak time trips
(p) [morning-peak 7.00am and 9.00am, and noon-peak
4.30pm and 6.30pm], off-Peak time trips (o) [9.00am and
4.30pm] and Evening time trips (e)[6.30pm up to
10.00pm]. Notably, observations outside these three
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periods have been neglected since they are trivial and
happen after mandatory closing hours of shopping and
entertainment places (i.e. 10.00 pm). On the other hand,
by considering only entertainment/shopping trips, the
most attracted destinations are observed in three central
areas which distinguished by having a lot of retail and
entertainment activities. These destinations are; Espark
shopping centre (s), Ozdilek shopping centre (z) and
Local Bazaar (l) as illustrated in Figure 3. In the context
of transportation mode, three modes that access to the
three destinations and available during the three times of
day have been considered in our analysis. These modes
are private car (c), public bus (b) and tramway (tr).
Eventually, by determining the choice set of each travel
dimension available for each individual, the total number
of observations has been found to be 529 observations.
The distribution of individuals among available
alternatives of each choice subset is shown in Table 1.
Regarding the preferences of time, surprisingly, more
than half of observations (52.36%) were found preferring
off-peak time period (9.00 am – 4.30 pm) to achieve their
recreation trips. However, this result is consistent with
the high portion of non-workers/ housewives in the
sample which reaches 53.12% as illustrated in Table 2.
On the other hand, about 28% of individuals prefer
evening time to execute their shopping and entertainment
activities. Obviously, they choose to go after normal
work hours with enough amount of time to avoid
congestion associated with commuter trips. Furthermore,
individuals are less likely to choose peak periods to make
their discretionary trips (only 19.66%). This result
reflects the non-obligatory nature of discretionary trips
without specific limitations in departure times which
leads individuals to avoid high traffic volumes associated
with peak periods.
Examining destination choices expresses that, in
Eskisehir city, individuals who want to accomplish
shopping or entertainment activities will most likely
travel towards Bazaar region or Espark shopping centre
(38.4 and 34.8% respectively) while Ozdilek shopping
centre is less likely to be chosen (26.8%). Remarkably,
while individuals travel to perform discretionary trips,
distance between origin and destination is not the most
significant factor that affects the distribution of trips
among destinations. In our case, reviewing average
distances between each trip origin and the chosen
destination of each individual leads to the same result
(Table 3). That is, despite Espark has the longest average
travel distance from travel origins (5.10 Km), it attracts
considerable share of trips like Local bazaar which has
the lowest average travel distance (4.00 Km). At the same
time, average travel distance from trip origins to Ozdilek
is 4.10 Km which near to the distance to Bazaar,
however, individuals are less likely traveling to it. Other
factors such as travel time, travel cost, accessibility,
density of shopping and entertainment activities are more
crucial while deciding on destination of discretionary

trip. Of course, some of these factors could be examined
through the proposed nested model. Notably, this is a
core benefit for the proposed approach over the
conventional 4-step model where actual individuals’
perceptions toward characteristics of alternatives are
used rather than the average values. That results in more
behavioural-based forecasting models which leads to
more accurate future policy implications.

Figure 3. Map of the Study Area

TABLE 1. Sample Distributions among Alternatives

Departure
time (t)

Destination
(d)

# of Observations

Rate %

Peak (p)

104

19.66

Off-Peak (o)

277

52.36

Evening (e)

148

27.98

Espark (s)

184

34.78

Local Bazaar (l)

203

38.37

Ozdilek (z)

142

26.84

Car (c)

116

21.93

Bus (b)

98

18.53

Tramway (tr)

315

59.55

Travel
modes (m)

TABLE 2. Distribution of Sample According to Work Status
# of Observations

Rate %

Doesn’t work or housewife

281

53.12

Works or a student

248

46.88

TABLE 3. Average Travel Distance to the Destinations
Row Labels

Average Distance (Km)

Espark (s)

5.1

Local bazaar (l)

4.0

Ozdilek (z)

4.1
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Finally, the modal split of shopping and
entertainment trips is 21.9, 18.5 and 59.6% for car (c),
bus (b) and tramway (tr), respectively. More than half of
individuals do prefer tramway over other modes while
traveling to discretionary trips. However, this
distribution is totally different when comparing with
modal split of work trips which is 63, 15 and 22% for car,
bus and tramway respectively. Obviously, individuals’
behaviour while choosing among travel modes is
strongly correlated with trip purpose since other factors
may be included while decide traveling to shopping
places such as availability of parking places, parking
fees, activity time, flexibility of both departure and
arriving times, etc. Such factors and more can be
examined and investigated by representing it through the
utility functions of alternatives.
5. MODELS ESTIMATION
The total number of alternatives equals 27 (the possible
combinations of 3 times [p, o, e], 3 destinations [s, l, z]
and 3 transportation modes [c, b, tr]). Additionally, linear
in parameters utility functions have been assumed which
consider total travel time TT and total travel cost TC as
alternative’s attributes and monthly income group INC,
age AGE, car ownership COW (dummy variable) and
student status SS (dummy variable) as sociodemographic characteristics of individuals.
Furthermore, in order to check the multi-collinearity,
the correlation among all variables has been calculated
(Pearson correlation coefficients). Table 4 shows the
correlation matrix of the variables. As illustrated, the
correlation between all pairs of the variables is low
(weak) except for age-student status where correlation
has a moderate (intermediate) value [42]. Therefore, all
proposed variables can be used efficiently to estimate the
proposed models.
Moreover, for all proposed nesting structures, in the
light of descriptive statistics, different specifications for
the available variables have been introduced in order to
capture the best model for each structure in terms of the
magnitude of inclusive value parameters, signs and
degree of significance of parameters as well as the overall

TABLE 4. Correlation Matrix of the Proposed Variables
TT

TC

COW

INC

AGE

TT

1

TC

-0.05

COW

-0.06

0.18

1

INC

-0.05

-0.002

0.21

1

AGE

-0.06

-0.01

0.12

0.05

1

SS

0.05

-0.16

-0.1

-0.1

-0.60

SS

1

1
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goodness of fit of the model. That is, for each proposed
structure, different combinations of generic and
alternative specific variables have been assumed.
Notably, representing alternative specific parameters
means a total number of parameters equal to the total
number of alternatives (total number of alternatives
minus one, in our example equals 26). Introducing this
large number of estimates will not only add more
encumbrances in estimation process but also complicate
the interpretation of the results. Therefore, in an attempt
to intuitively interpret results of estimation as well as
ease the estimation process, the alternative specific
variables (especially those related to individual
characteristics) have been represented to be particular to
a specific travel dimension(s) rather than the all 27
alternatives. For instance, in some specifications, the
parameter of age variable has been presumed to be
specific to time of day alternatives. However, in other
specifications, it has been assumed to be specific to
destination or transportation mode alternatives and
therefore, best specifications that lead to best models are
selected.
6. DISCUSSION OF ESTIMATION RESULTS
In order to properly represent the correlation between
time of day, destination and transportation mode, a set of
the proposed 3-level nesting structures is estimated. In
which, each travel dimensions could be settled at a
specific level with Gumbel distribution for error terms
that are IID within the same nest or the same sub-nest.
Moreover, inner correlation in the same travel dimension
(e.g. similarities between bus and tramway in the
transportation model travel dimension) can be
represented at a specific level. For all proposed nesting
structures, the scale parameters at upper level have been
normalized to 1.00. In the light of the estimation process,
4 proposed 3-level NL structures have been found
representing acceptable estimates with remarkable
goodness of fit. The best 4 models are appointed as NS1, NS-2, NS-3 and NS-4. Notably, these models are
associated with the same utility function specifications
which are illustrated in equation 16. Furthermore, Table
5 shows the estimation results of the four proposed NL
structures.
𝑚
𝑑
𝑡
Vt,d,m=ASCm+𝑏𝑇𝑇
*TT+𝑏𝑇𝐶 *TC+𝑏𝐶𝑂𝑊
*COW+𝑏𝐼𝑁𝐶
𝑚
𝑡
*INC+𝑏𝑆𝑆 *SS+𝑏𝐴𝐺𝐸 *AGE

(16)

The productive models have different nesting
structure where; NS-1 has the arrangement of departure
times, destinations and transportation modes at the upper,
the mid, the lower level respectively. In NS-2,
destinations are settled at top level, departure times
follow it at the mid-level and transportation modes are
allocated at lower. The rest two structures (NS-3 and NS4) consider the potential similarity among bus and
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tramway alternatives at specific levels where; NS-3
considers destinations at top, transportation modes with
two specific branches at mid-level (private car and public
transportations) and departure times at the lower level.
NS-4, however, treats transportation modes at upper level
with two branches (private car and public
transportations), destinations and departure times follow
at mid and lower levels, respectively.
According to estimation results, the following
conclusions can be figured out:
• In terms of overall goodness of fit, the 4 proposed
models achieve acceptable values where log likelihood
ratios exceed the critical χ2 at 5% level of significance
• Regarding scale parameters, in the 4 models, all values
are in between the acceptable ranges where; by
normalizing scale parameters at top levels, the mid-level
scale parameters (e.g. θd|p, θd|o and θd|e in NS-1) are less
than or equal to one and more than zero. However, the
lower level scale parameters (e.g. θm|s,p, θm|l,p and θm|z,p
in NS-1) are less than or equal to the parameters of the
mid-level and more than zero (e.g. 1.00 > θd|t > θm|d,t
>0.00).
• The signs of departure time specific estimates of travel
time are consistent for all models (negative). The
magnitudes, however, are more coherent in NS-1 and
NS-2 than NS-3 and NS-4. In NS-1 and NS-2, the
magnitudes of travel time estimates reflect that while
performing shopping and entertainment trips, individuals
of Eskisehir perceive more importance for total travel
time in peak periods than off-peak periods, nevertheless,
NS-3 and NS-4 suggest equal perceptions for both times.
• The negative signs of the generic total cost parameters
in all models indicate intuitively the inclination of
decreasing utilities of shopping and entertainment trips
as travel cost increases.
• The mode specific estimates of car ownership
associated with private car have positive sings (as
expected) in all of 4 models which lead to the fact that
the availability of private car increases the likelihood of
using private car over public transportation to shopping
and entertainment destinations.
• The income parameters (specific to destination) turn to
be insignificant in all models except for NS-4 where the
Local Bazaar specific income parameter is significant at
10%, however, the positive sign related to it leads to
illogic interpretation where it suggests that individuals
with higher monthly income are more likely prefer doing
shopping in Local Bazaar than shopping malls.
• Specific to private car mode, being a student represents
a significant variable with negative parameter for all
models. Obviously, while applying shopping and
entertainment trips, being a student increase the
probability of using public transportation modes over
private car.
• The estimates of Age variable are significantly different
than zero and have positive signs in all models. Specific
to departure time, getting older decreases the probability

of performing shopping and entertainment trips at peak
periods and evening as well.
• Reviewing the value of time “VOT” leads to conclude
that, models of NS-1 and NS-2 have more reliable values
than models of NS-3 and NS-4 where individuals
generally perceive more willingness to pay at peak
periods over at off-peak periods rather than similar
perceptions at both periods. Furthermore, the magnitudes
of VOT in NS-1 (10.86 TL/h at peak, 2.57 at off-peak
and 0 at evening) may be more reasonable than their
magnitudes in NS-2 (18.00 TL/h at peak, 10.80 at offpeak and 0 at evening) where the magnitude of VOT at
peak in the former is closer to average hourly wage rate
which equals about 12 TL/h (average monthly income is
2160 TL, 22 work days and 8 hours working per day).
• The 4 proposed 3-level NL models are developed
significantly over the less advanced MNL where the
values of log likelihood ratio of 3-level relative to the
MNL exceed the critical χ2 at 5% level of significance
and different degree of freedoms.
• Maximum of maximum log likelihood value is
associated with NS-1 (-1512.57) with highest log
likelihood ratio relative to the MNL model (54.90). That
may lead to conclude that for shopping and entertainment
trips, individuals in Eskisehir city are more likely
deciding at first on departure time which follows by
deciding on destination which follows by transportation
modes.
• From another hand, the value of maximum log
likelihood of model NS-2 (-1521.78) is slightly lesser
than the maximum one of NS-1 with acceptable signs and
magnitudes for estimates and VOT. That sheds the light
on a considerable portion of sample that may consider the
proposed nesting structure NS-2 as a decision role while
travelling to shopping and entertainment trips
(destination, then time of day, then transportation mode).
The existence of two different nesting structures with
close overall goodness of fit can be interpreted as a
portion of heterogeneity in the sample (as presenter to the
overall population) which can be considered with more
advanced choice models; however, this approach is out
of the scope of this research.
• The models NS-3 and NS-4 are arguable to be accepted
even if they have a considerable LL value with
significant LL ratio relatively to the less advanced MNL
model. The main reason is the equal values associated
with the departure time specific travel time estimates
which lead to equal VOTs for both peak and off-peak
periods as illustrated previously. Moreover, the positive
sign of income variable parameter for Local Bazaar in
NS-4 is against intuition.
• As a conclusion, it is proper to consider NS-1 as the best
3-level NL model which represents the correlation
among time of day, destination and transportation mode
choices while performing shopping and entertainment
trips for individuals in Eskisehir city.
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TABLE 5. The Coefficient Estimates for 3-Levels NL models
MNL

NS-1

NS-2

NS-3

NS-4

Car Specific Alternatives

-3.30(-7.23)a

-10.30 (-3.02)a

-5.90 (-2.80)a

-7.27 (-3.80)a

-4.39 (-3.25)a

Bus Specific Alternatives

-1.18(-10.05)a

-3.60 (-3.40)a

-1.94 (-3.01)a

-1.78 (-9.50)a

-1.82 (-9.00)a

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

Peak Specific Alt.

-0.014(-3.95)a

-0.076 (-2.90) a

-0.03 (-2.44)a

-0.022 (-4.00) a

-0.021 (-1.86) b

Off-peak Specific Alt.

-0.009(-1.98)a

-0.018 (-2.50) a

-0.018 (-2.25)a

-0.022 (-3.61) a

-0.020 (-2.93) b

Evening Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

Constants

Tram Sp. Alternatives
Total Travel Time

Total Cost(Generic-TL)

a

a

b

a

-0.28 (-3.81)a

-0.11(-2.30)

-0.42 (-5.70)

-0.10 (-1.85)

-0.41 (-5.00)

Car Specific Alternatives

3.17 (6.77)a

9.50 (2.94)a

5.70 (2.70)a

6.00 (3.33)a

3.32 (3.98)a

Bus Specific Alternatives

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

Tram Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.09 (1.72)b

Car OWR (0& 1)

Income(1000TL/Month)
Espark Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)
b

Local Bazaar Sp. Alt.

0.06 (1.66)

Ozdilek Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

Car Specific Alternatives

- 1.42 (-3.74)a

- 4.02 (-2.30)a

- 2.08 (-2.05)a

- 3.52 (-3.10)a

- 1.58 (-2.71)a

Bus Specific Alternatives

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

Tram Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

Student Status (0& 1)

Age (Years old)
Peak Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)
a

0.025 (1.66)b

Evening Specific Alt.

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

0.00 (F)

7.64

10.86

18.00

3.22

4.50

4.91

2.57

10.80

3.22

4.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

θd|p =0.3(12.33)

0.04 (6.84)

0.00 (F)
a

0.022 (5.62)

Scale Parameters (IVP)

0.043 (5.53)

0.00 (F)
a

Off-peak Specific Alt.

VOT (TL/h)

0.023 (4.47)

0.00 (F)
a

θt|s=0.42(11.30)

0.00

a

θm|s=0.43(4.64)

a

θd|c=0.63(2.63)a

θm|s,p = 0.13(2.33)a

θm|p,s=0.38(2.2)a

θt|c,s=0.15(3.9)a

θt|s,c=0.31(2.7)a

θm|l,p = 0.08(3.22)a

θm|o,s=0.32(2.6)a

θt|pt,s=0.30(F)

θt|l,c=0.28(3.4)a

θm|z,p = 0.15(2.04)a

θm|e,s=0.19(3.4)a

θd|o = 0.95 (F)

θt|l =0.5(F)

θm|l =0.48(4.10)a

θd|pt=0.98(1.65)b

θm|s,o = 0.53(3.70)a

θm|p,l=0.19(3.5)a

θt|c,l=0.18(3.9)a

θt|s,pt=0.77(4.6)a

θm|l,o = 0.32(4.90)a

θm|o,l=0.22(3.4)a

θt|pt,l=0.34(11.6)a

θt|l,pt=0.74(F)

θm|z,o = 0.50(3.80)

θm|e,l =0.36(2.5)

θd|e = 1.00 (F)

θt|z =0.49(9.0)a

a

a

θt|z,c = 0.40(2.6)a

θt|z,pt=0.89(6.9)a

a

θn|z=0.47(4.00)a
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θm|s,e = 0.30(3.30)a

θm|p,z=0.43(1.65)b

θt|c,z=0.15(4.3)a

θm|l,e = 0.25(3.80)a

θm|o,z=0.27(2.9)a

θt|pt,z=0.43(8.8)a

θm|z,e = 0.29(3.40)a

θm|e,z =0.29(2.7)a

529

529

529

529

529

9

19

20

17

16

LL(0)

NA

-1743.50

-1743.50

-1815.30

-1815.30

LL(β)

-1540.02

-1512.57

-1521.04

-1517.78

-1532.54

LL(C)

-1666.90

-1655.13

-1655.53

-1655.90

-1621.87

253.76

285.12

268.98

276.24

178.66

ρ (βvs.C)

0.076

0.086

0.081

0.083

0.055

-2LL [vs.MNL]

NA

54.90

37.96

44.48

14.96

-

18.31 (df=10)

19.68 (df=11)

15.51 (df=8)

14.10 (df=7)

# of Observations
# of estimates

-2LL[βvs.C] (χ2=14.1)
2

χ (df)
2

F=Fixed Parameter, NA= Not Applicable, a Significant at 95% level, b Significant at 90% level, t-statistics in parentheses

Overall, the 3-level NL model achieves the
connectivity among different travel choices that are
common in the same trip (e.g. time of day, destination
and transportation mode) rather than treating them
separately as 4-step model does. Obviously, in the light
of the estimation results, the relative values of scale
parameters support that decision makers are more likely
decide on different travel choices jointly rather than
separately. Therefore, neglecting such dependency
(correlation) may lead to insufficient and inconsistent
models. That can be clearly demonstrated through
comparing the results of the proposed model with other
studies which did not consider correlation between
different travel dimensions. For example, the model
proposed by Bowman and Ben-Akiva [30] has connected
departure times from one side with the combinations of
destinations and travel modes from the other without
accounting for associated correlations. The estimation
results of the model’s prototype that was introduced for
Boston are found to have some faults. For instance,
unrealistic estimates for VOT have obtained.
Finally, our proposed model has succeeded in
representing disaggregate behaviour for limited number
of travel dimensions (e.g. 3 times, 3 destinations and 3
modes) which makes it reliable and more accurate for
small-scale planning issues. However, it has the
capability to analyse large-scale planning horizons by
calibrating it with aggregate-data.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This research aims to represent departure time,
destination and travel mode choices under a unified
disaggregate model that can consider for the potential
inter-correlation among them. In order to attain that,

discrete 3-level NL model is suggested to be used.
Through it, different potential correlation patterns were
constructed via the associated nesting structures. The
proposed model provided a reliable and applicable
alternative representation that can substitute the first 3steps in the traditional 4-step model. The formulated
models have been examined on disaggregate shopping
and entertainment travels’ data that are obtained in 2015
from Eskisehir city’s household survey, Turkey.
The estimation results lead to significant conclusions
which may be summarized in the following points:
• Opposite to 4-step model, the proposed model shows
adequate flexibility in accounting for attributes of
alternatives and characteristics of decision makers as
well which results in a more consistent behavioural travel
demand representation.
• Moreover, our proposed approach provides
behavioural-based simulation instrument that can be used
to test various hypothetical situations to precisely predict
future travel demand preferences under temporal, spatial,
socio-economic and demographic changes.
• Finally, the proposed model may be considered as a
significant milestone toward obtaining a consistent,
efficient and integrated full-scale behavioural-model that
can lie in all travel demand dimensions.
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چكيده
 مقصد و انتخاب حالت سفر، این مقاله با هدف معرفی یک رویكرد مدل سازی جدید ارائه می دهد که زمان عزیمت
 مرحله ای همراه با عدم4  از طریق آن می توان بر کمبودهای مدل سنتی.را تحت یک چارچوب یكپارچه نشان می دهد
 کهLogit Nested Logit  گسسته3  این هدف را می توان با اتخاذ مدل.معرفی رفتارهای واقعی مسافران غلبه کرد

Keywords:
Discrete Choice Models
Departure Time
Travel Demand Modelling
Traditional 4-step Model
Transportation Modes

 مدل. مقصد و گزینه های حالت سفر است، بيانگر همبستگی بالقوه مختلف (کشش متقاطع) در بين زمان عزیمت
 با توجه به. ترکيه برآورد و آزمایش شده است، Eskisehir پيشنهادی با استفاده از داده های سفرهای اختياری از شهر
 افراد تمایل دارند به طور مشترک تصميم بگيرند در مورد ابعاد سفر اختياری تصميم بگيرند تا به طور، نتایج تخمين
 رویكرد پيشنهادی انعطاف پذیری بيشتری را در،  عالوه بر این. مرحله ای فرض شود4 جداگانه که توسط مدل سنتی
 این منجر به یک مدل.در نظر گرفتن ویژگی های جایگزین ها به همراه ویژگی های تصميم گيرندگان نشان می دهد
 مدل. پيش بينی دقيق تر آینده و پيامدهای سياستی با اطمينان بيشتر می شود، سازی تقاضای سفر رفتاری رفتاری تر
 مرحله ای سنتی در موضوعات برنامه ریزی در4  مرحله اول مدل3 پيشنهادی جایگزین دقيق تر و مطمئن تری برای
،  رویكرد پيشنهادی یک نقطه عطف مهم در جهت دستيابی به یک مدل رفتاری پایدار،  سرانجام.مقيا س کوچک است
.کارآمد و یكپارچه در مقياس کامل است که از همه ابعاد تقاضای سفر تشكيل شده است
doi: 10.5829/ije.2019.32.10a.11

